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WE ESPECIALLY DEDICATE 
A PART OF THE PROCEEDS 
FROM THIS VOLUME
TO SUNGAI WATCH TO
SAFEGUARD THE PRESER-
VATION OF BALI'S PRIS-
TINE WATERS, WHILE ALSO
CONTRIBUTING TO OTHER
O R G A N I Z A T I O N S 
THAT MATTER TO US.



VOL.II

Within the realm of extraordinary bond between twin flames, in our second volume we dive into 
the art of cultivating sacred union, whether it is platonic or romantic. 

We explore numerous facets which we express at the core of this collection through pieces 
made for moments of inner and outer union, ranging from profound unexplainable energy to 
unconditional love. These elements are shown through our combination of soft femininity and 
modern, quirky edge, that still maintains our well-known comfort. Inclusive of asymmetrical 
pieces to show that we are all unique in our own way and each connection we experience in life 
will be different. 

In this collection we make room for colors that reflect stepping into a state of harmony with 
others as one embraces turmoil that is followed by serenity. Tones aligned to our reflections of 
what evokes a sense of grounding and tranquility - from the soft colors of a sandy beach to the 
dark tones of a mossy rainforest.We celebrate acknowledging the wounds of the deepest dark-
est self through colors you’ve never seen before in Tale of Two. 

Maintaining the feel of clothing that makes you feel the energy of flow, made for movement and 
making a statement in a subtle way. We bring in the art of ceremonial living as everyday life. 
Duality remains at our core, even in this theme of twin flames, so we brought back our old print 
in a reinvented way, with new colors that represent this progress in our current life journey.

TWIN
FLAMES



Embun T-Dye
WHEN YOU SEE THESE SHAPES OVER A STYLE THAT YOU LIKE, IT MEANS ITS 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THESE SELECTION OF COLORS AND PRINT!
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XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL

Zozo Bustier
Cotton Sari Organic | 820K
Satin Lyocell | 820K



XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL

Zozo Bustier
Cotton Sari Organic | 820K
Satin Lyocell | 820K
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Yasmeen Skirt
Satin Lyocell | 1.360K

XS/S, S/M, M/L



Yasmeen Skirt
Satin Lyocell | 1.360K

XS/S, S/M, M/L4





Hera Maxi Dress
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.770K

S/M, M/L
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Hera Maxi Dress
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.770K

S/M, M/L
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Celine Robe
Hemp + Cotton Sari Organic | 1.930K

XS/S, S/M, M/L
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Within the realm of extraordinary bond between twin flames, in our second volume we dive into 
the art of cultivating sacred union, whether it is platonic or romantic. 

We explore numerous facets which we express at the core of this collection through pieces 
made for moments of inner and outer union, ranging from profound unexplainable energy to 
unconditional love. These elements are shown through our combination of soft femininity and 
modern, quirky edge, that still maintains our well-known comfort. Inclusive of asymmetrical 
pieces to show that we are all unique in our own way and each connection we experience in life 
will be different. 

In this collection we make room for colors that reflect stepping into a state of harmony with 
others as one embraces turmoil that is followed by serenity. Tones aligned to our reflections of 
what evokes a sense of grounding and tranquility - from the soft colors of a sandy beach to the 
dark tones of a mossy rainforest.We celebrate acknowledging the wounds of the deepest dark-
est self through colors you’ve never seen before in Tale of Two. 

Maintaining the feel of clothing that makes you feel the energy of flow, made for movement and 
making a statement in a subtle way. We bring in the art of ceremonial living as everyday life. 
Duality remains at our core, even in this theme of twin flames, so we brought back our old print 
in a reinvented way, with new colors that represent this progress in our current life journey.
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Thea Top
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.090K
Satin Lyocell | 1.090K

S/M, M/L, L/XL

*Wear me reversibly





XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL
Camilla Dress
Cotton Sari Organic | 2.050K
Satin Lyocell  | 2.050K
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XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XLCamilla Dress
Cotton Sari Organic | 2.050K
Satin Lyocell  | 2.050K
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“To
 bring in the art of ceremonial liv

ing as part of everyday life” 
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Portia Dress
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.450K

S/M, M/L, L/XL
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Anna shirt
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.390K
Rayon Eco Woodline | 1.390K
Viscose Sifon | 1.390K 

XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL



Anna shirt
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.390K
Rayon Eco Woodline | 1.390K
Viscose Sifon | 1.390K 

XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL
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Like every Tale of Two collection, we maintain clothing that m
akes yo

u
 feel the energy of flow, made for movement a

nd making a statem
ent in a subtle way.



Daena Pants
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.330K
Rayon Eco Woodline | 1.330K
Viscose Sifon | 1.330K 

XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL
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made for movement a
nd making a statem

ent in a subtle way.



Daena Pants
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.330K
Rayon Eco Woodline | 1.330K
Viscose Sifon | 1.330K 

XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL15
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Kalula Shirt
Cotton Sari Organic
Rayon Eco Woodline

XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL

Kalula Shirt
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.199K
Viscose Sifon | 1.199K

XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL



Hazel Top
Cotton Sari Organic | 890K
Viscose Sifon | 890K

XS/S, S/M, M/L
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*Wear me reversibly



Paige Top
Cotton Sari Organic | 710K

Viscose Sifon | 710K

XS/S, S/M, M/L
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Coralie Dress
Satin Lyocell | 1.210K
Rayon Eco Woodline | 1.210K

XS/S, S/M, M/L
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Coralie Dress
Satin Lyocell | 1.210K
Rayon Eco Woodline | 1.210K

XS/S, S/M, M/L
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Leia Top
Cotton Sari Organic | 710K

Viscose Sifon | 710K

XS/S, S/M, M/L
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made for movement a
nd making a statem

ent in a subtle way.



XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL
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Taja Dress
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.350K
Viscose Sifon | 1.350K

made for movement a
nd making a statem

ent in a subtle way.



XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL
Taja Dress
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.350K
Viscose Sifon | 1.350K

15
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Duality remains at our core, even in this theme of twin flames, 

thus we also brought back our old print in a reinvented way, 

with new colors that represent this progress in our current li
fe jo

urn
ey

.   
 with ne w colors that represent this  progress  in our current life jo

urney journey .    flames , thus we  a lso brought  back our old pri nt in
 a  re invented way, with  new co lors  that represent th is progress in  our current life  journey.    
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Katara Pants
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.350K
Viscose Sifon | 1.350K

XS/S, S/M, M/L





Sarah Dress
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.400K

XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL
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Inner and outer union in our well-known comfort. 



XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL
Robyn Bralette
Cotton Sari Organic | 520K
Rayon Eco Woodline | 520K
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Inner and outer union in our well-known comfort. 



XS/S, S/M, M/L, L/XL
Robyn Bralette
Cotton Sari Organic | 520K
Rayon Eco Woodline | 520K
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Aya Bandeau
Rayon Eco Woodline | 460K

XS/S, S/M, M/L





 S/M, M/L, L/XL, XL/XXL
Noah Shirt
Cotton Sari Organic | 1.350K
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M/L, L/XL, XL/XXL

Xavi Pants
Linen | 1.170K

Rayon Eco Woodline | 1.170K30



Duality remains at our core, even in this theme of twin flames, thus we 
also brought back our old print in a reinvented way, with new colors that 

represent this progress in our current life journey.    



M/L, L/XL, XL/XXL

Atlas Shirt/pants/short
Rayon Eco Woodline | 899K | 1.100K | 715K
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M/L, L/XL, XL/XXL

Atlas Shirt/pants/short
Rayon Eco Woodline | 899K | 1.100K | 715K 
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M/L, L/XL, XL/XXL

Atlas Shirt/pants/short
Rayon Eco Woodline | 899K | 1.100K | 715K 
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Blue Mushroom
T-shirt
Cotton Combed | 480K

S, M, L, XL

MintyButterfly
T-shirt
Cotton Combed | 480K

S, M, L, XL
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Venus Tripster Bag
Size M (32cm x 36cm)  | 1.390K
Size L (39cm x 42cm)  | 1.590K

Jupiter Tripster Bag
Size M (32cm x 36cm)  | 1.390K
Size L (39cm x 42cm)  | 1.590K
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 @taleoftwo_

(+62) 8124666267

info@taleoftwoatelier.com

www.taleoftwoatelier.com

Visit our offline store: 
Jl.Pantai Berawa no.52, Bali

Contact Us:




